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Abstract: Herein we report a highly efficient method for
nickel-catalyzed C N bond formation between sulfonamides
and aryl electrophiles. This technology provides generic access
to a broad range of N-aryl and N-heteroaryl sulfonamide
motifs, which are widely represented in drug discovery. Initial
mechanistic studies suggest an energy-transfer mechanism
wherein C N bond reductive elimination occurs from a triplet
excited NiII complex. Late-stage sulfonamidation in the synthesis of a pharmacologically relevant structure is also
demonstrated.

Aniline synthesis by means of C N bond formation is
a widely used transformation in medicinal chemistry and
pharmaceutical synthesis.[1] Key structural motifs within this
important class of compounds are N-aryl and N-heteroaryl
sulfonamides, which are represented in a significant portion of
widely prescribed pharmaceuticals (Scheme 1).[2] Indeed, the
sulfonamide motif has been known to exhibit high levels of
bioactivity for almost a century, forming the basis of a series
of antibacterial drugs, some of which are still in use to this
day.[3] In addition to a range of valuable biochemical properties, secondary sulfonamides can be readily exploited as
carboxylic acid isosteres, wherein the inherent N H pKa can
be readily modulated by pendent aryl and heteroaryl
groups.[4] Access to sulfonamides traditionally involves
amine nucleophiles in combination with sulfonyl chlorides,
reagents that are often toxic and non-trivial to prepare. While
the development of technologies to directly cross-couple
amines with aryl halides has proceeded rapidly in recent
years, the attenuated nucleophilicity of sulfonamides relative
to alkyl amines presents an additional challenge.[5]
The utility and scope of C N bond-forming reactions have
increased dramatically over the past several decades, mainly
arising from the advent of Buchwald–Hartwig aryl amination
cross-coupling .[6] A central feature enabling the success of
this technology is the now ubiquitous family of dialkyl biaryl
phosphine ligands carefully designed to prevent Pd dimer
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formation and accelerate reductive elimination steps.[7] In
contrast to the large body of literature describing C N bond
formation through Pd and Cu catalysis, the use of Ni catalysis
remains largely underdeveloped, an unfortunate circumstance given the relative abundance and economic advantages
afforded by nickel.[8] The lack of success for nickel in this area
has long been attributed to the fact that NiII C-NR2 reductive
elimination is a high-barrier step, a mechanistic feature that
has curtailed broad application.[9]
Recently, however, it has been demonstrated that
a number of fundamental steps in nickel cross-coupling
processes can be generically “switched on” through the
modulation of oxidation states or electronic energy levels
using photocatalysis. In this context, our group has described
several different transformations that employ photocatalyst
excited states with nickel to enable otherwise disfavored
reductive elimination steps involving C O and C N bonds
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Scheme 1. Nickel-catalyzed synthesis of aryl sulfonamides.
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of Ir(ppy)2(bpy)PF6 (1), NiCl2·glyme, tetramethylguanadine
(TMG) as base, and MeCN as solvent (see the Supporting
Information for optimization studies). At this juncture, we
sought to evaluate our hypothesis that an energy-transfer
pathway was operative, as outlined in our mechanistic scheme
(Figure 1). Indeed, control experiments revealed that the
presence of both nickel and visible light were critical to
product formation (Table 1).[13] However, in the absence of
Table 1: C N sulfonamidation control experiments.[a]

Entry

Conditions

Yield [%]

1
2
3
4
5
6

as shown
no light
no nickel
no photocatalyst
benzophenone (0.5 %) as photocatalyst
no photocatalyst, no light

99
0
0
11
18
0

Figure 1. Proposed mechanism of sulfonamidation.
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(Figure 1).[10] Moreover, recent reports from the groups of Fu
and Peters, Nocera, Molander, and Doyle describing direct
photoexcitation of transition-metal catalysts provide elegant
demonstrations of this paradigm.[11] Our group has also
demonstrated that energy-transfer photosensitization can be
used to access triplet excited states of NiII complexes,
specifically in the context of C O bond formation between
carboxylic acids and aryl halides.[10b] A key benefit of this
methodology is the separation of light-harvesting and crosscoupling roles between two different transition-metal complexes. Indeed, utilization of a discrete energy-transfer
catalyst bypasses the question of whether an organometallic
complex can efficiently undergo direct visible-light excitation,
the capacity for which often varies on a case-by-case basis.
Recently, we hypothesized that photosensitized organometallic catalysis might enable C N bond formation between
aryl halides and sulfonamides in a general sense. The
proposed mechanism for this sulfonamidation method is
outlined in Figure 1. This dual catalysis process begins with
oxidative addition of Ni0 complex 1 into aryl halide electrophile 2 to generate NiII-aryl complex 3. At this stage, ligand
exchange with benzenesulfonamide (4) and deprotonation
would form NiII-aryl amido complex 5. At the same time,
irradiation of iridium(III) photocatalyst Ir(ppy)2(bpy)PF6 (6;
ppy = 2-phenylpyridine; bpy = bipyridine) with visible light
would produce the long-lived triplet photoexcited state *IrIII 7
(t = 0.3 ms).[12] Based on our previous studies, we hypothesized that nickel complex 5 and excited-state Ir system 7
would undergo triplet–triplet energy transfer to form excited
nickel complex 8. The resulting triplet-excited-state species 8
should readily undergo a reductive elimination step to deliver
N-aryl sulfonamide product 9 and regenerate Ni0 catalyst 1.
To our delight, initial studies revealed that the proposed
C N bond-forming reaction was indeed possible when using
www.angewandte.org

[a] Performed with Ir(ppy)2(bpy)PF6 (0.05 mol %), Ni(cod)2 (5 mol %),
TMG (1.5 equiv), aryl halide (1.0 equiv), and benzenesulfonamide
(1.5 equiv). [b] Yields were obtained by 1H NMR analysis.

photocatalyst, a significant amount of product was still
obtained through direct irradiation with blue LED light,
and UV/Vis studies support the formation of a nickel complex
capable of visible-light absorption (see the Supporting
Information). The efficiency of this process is increased in
the presence of benzophenone, an organic sensitizer. This
observation demonstrates that formation of a NiII excitedstate species can induce reductive elimination, which is
consistent with an energy-transfer mechanism being operative in the presence of the photocatalyst.[14] Moreover, the
improved efficiency observed under dual catalytic conditions
(cf. light-only direct excitation) highlights the important role
of light harvesting by the photocatalyst. As further evidence
for photosensitization of the nickel catalyst, additional
experiments revealed that the efficiency of product formation
is correlated with the triplet energy of the photocatalyst (see
the Supporting Information).
Having determined optimal conditions for C N bond
formation, we set out to determine the substrate scope of this
photocatalytic reaction (Table 2). As a general design principle, we sought to examine the proposed transformation in
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Table 2: Scope of photosensitized nickel-catalyzed cross-coupling.[a]

[a] All yields are of isolated product. Performed with Ir photocatalyst (0.5 or 0.05 mol %), NiCl2·glyme (5 mol %), aryl bromide (1.0 equiv), sulfonamide
(1.5 equiv), and tetramethylguanadine (1.5 equiv). For detailed experimental procedures, see the Supporting Information.
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dtbbpy (1 mol %) in DMSO as solvent enabled the reaction
to be conducted at ambient temperature and displayed high
efficiency for electron-rich aryl halide substrates. In the
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the presence and absence of bipyridine ligands, given that our
recent studies demonstrated the possibility of C N coupling
using “ligand-free” conditions. Notably, the inclusion of
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absence of ligand, the amination reaction was also successful
at elevated reaction temperatures (68 8C), presumably to
facilitate oxidative addition, and the reaction could be
conducted with reduced photocatalyst loading (0.05 mol %).
Given the inherent advantages of each system, we have
elected to report the results for both methods (Table 2).
A large number of electron-neutral and electron-rich
halides provided excellent yields, despite a potentially challenging nickel oxidative addition step in these cases (10–17,
41–86 % yield without ligand, 66–98 % yield with ligand). As
expected, the ligand-added conditions were generally more
effective for electron-rich arenes. Notably, ortho-substituted
aryl rings were readily tolerated (16, 19, and 24, 50–83 %
yield). Furthermore, a number of electron-deficient aryl
halides containing fluoro, amido, trifluoromethyl, and cyano
functionalities were successful coupling partners (18–24, 50–
88 % yield without ligand, 72–96 % yield with ligand). It is
important to note that good to excellent yields were observed
with a range of heteroaryl halide electrophiles, including
pyridine, pyrimidine, and pyrazine (25–31, 49–90 % yield
without ligand, 5–73 % yield with ligand). Importantly, 5membered ring heterocyclic aryl halides, which are notoriously difficult cross-coupling partners in general, also provided good yields of the desired C N-coupled products (32
and 33, 62 % and 55 % yield, respectively). Among this class
of substrates, “ligand-free” conditions were uniformly more
effective. We next turned our attention to the scope of the
sulfonamide nucleophile. Gratifyingly, a number of aryl and
heteroaryl sulfonamides were tolerated (34–39, 19–99 %
yield). It should also be noted that complete selectivity for
bond formation at the primary sulfonamide moiety versus
alternative N H sites was observed (39, 91 % and 99 %
yields). Moreover, efficient coupling was achieved with
a range of alkyl sulfonamide examples (40–43, 41–99 % yield).
Finally, as a demonstration of this new C N bond-forming
method and its potential application to the preparation of
drug-like molecules, we undertook a synthesis of dabrafenib,
a selective B-Raf kinase inhibitor.[15] As shown in Figure 2,
the drug precursor 44 incorporates both an aryl halide and an
unprotected anilinic nitrogen on a pyrimidine ring. By
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Figure 2. Synthesis of dabrafenib.
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implementing high-throughput evaluation (96-well-plate
format) we were able to find optimal conditions for the
desired C N bond formation (see the Supporting Information). Indeed, photosensitized nickel cross-coupling between
2,6-difluorobenzenesulfonamide and aryl bromide 44 using
ligated nickel provided dabrafenib (45) in a useful level of
efficiency (57 % yield) without the requirement for protection/deprotection sequences.
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A method for C N bond formation
between sulfonamides and aryl electrophiles is reported. This method provides
generic access to a broad range of N-aryl
and N-heteroaryl sulfonamide motifs,
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which are widely represented in drug
discovery. Initial mechanistic studies
suggest an energy-transfer mechanism
wherein C N bond reductive elimination
occurs from a triplet excited NiII complex.
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